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SECTION II   

Local Historic Designation 
 Has the property received local historic designation?   
 [ X ] no    

 [  ] yes --- [ ] individually designated     [ ] designated as part of a historic district   
    
  Date designated     
  Designated by                                                             (Name of municipality or county) 
 
Use of Property 
 Historic    Stage stop, post office, and general store  
 Current   None  
 
Original Owner   Colonel Albert Selak and wife, Elizabeth  
  Source of Information    See Bibliography for sources  
 
Year of Construction   Approximately 1882  
  Source of Information  See Bibliography for sources  
 
Architect, Builder, Engineer, Artist or Designer  Frank and Fred Selak (assumed), sons of Albert and Elizabeth 
 Source of Information  See Bibliography for sources  
 
Locational Status 
  [ X ] Original location of resource(s)    

 [  ] Resource(s) moved to current  location   
 Date of move    
 

For Office Use Only 
 
Property Type:    [  ] building(s)    [ X ] district    [  ] site    [  ] structure    [  ] object    [  ] area    
 
Architectural Style/Engineering Type:  Pioneer Log Cabin Style  

Period of Significance: (A) 1882-1905, (C) c.1910-1930, (E) c.1870-c.1930  
 
Level of Significance: [ X ] Local [  ] State [  ] National 
 
Multiple Property Submission:     
 
Acreage     
 
P.M.     Township    Range         Section      Quarter Sections    
 

 UTM Reference:  Zone    Easting     Northing         NAD83 

Site Elevation:    feet 
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SECTION III   

DESCRIPTION AND ALTERATIONS  
(Describe the current and original appearance of the property, followed by a discussion of all alterations.)  
 

The 1.63-acre Selak Townsite, site 5GA.4941, is a late nineteenth–early twentieth century 
archaeological site with one standing building located in Grand County, approximately two miles due 
northeast of the town of Granby (see topo map in Section V, and Figure 1).  The area is characterized by 
plateaus, rolling hills, and shallow drainages.  Vegetation on site is predominantly sagebrush with clumps of 
conifers scattered across the landscape.  Sediments are Aeolian silty loam, with occasional sub-rounded 
pebble inclusions.  Based on the depth of the on-site eroded wagon road, soil depth is at least 18 inches.  
The site is surrounded by open fields in all directions with Smith Creek to the north, and a Smith Creek 
tributary and ridge adjacent to, and east of, the site.  The residential community of Legacy Park Ranch 
surrounds the site, although the parcels are large, so houses are spaced quite a distance apart and none are 
visible from the Selak Townsite. 
 

The site is the former location of the Selak General Store (ca. 1882–early twentieth century), Post 
Office (ca. 1883–1893), Stage Stop (ca. 1882–early twentieth century), a barn, and several other modest log 
buildings and features.  Building construction at the site was dynamic and seems to span a 20–30-year time 
period.  In all, 10 features and one artifact concentration (AC-1) were recorded in December 2021 (see 
Photograph 1 and site sketch map in Section VII, at the end of the form).  Feature 1 is a three-room log cabin 
that post-dates at least some of the other buildings and represents the most intact building on site.  Feature 2 
is the collapsed and scavenged remnants of a barn.  Features 3 and 4 are mostly collapsed and scavenged 
log buildings west of Feature 1.  Feature 4 is what is left of the Selak General Store.  Feature 5 is a collapsed 
log building directly west of Feature 6, which is the building platform and construction debris where a building 
was located historically but has since been moved off site.  Feature 7 is the remnants of a heavily scavenged 
log building.  Features 8–9 are outhouse depressions behind and west of Feature 2.  Feature 10 is the 
eroded wagon road that bisects the site and is oriented generally north–south.  All but Feature 1 (the cabin) 
are missing their roof, and most buildings only have 4–7 courses of logs remaining in the portions of the walls 
that are left.  Detailed descriptions of each feature follow.  Figures 1–2 show the site ca. 1900. 
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Feature 1 (Photos 2–6, 15–16) 
Feature 1 is a well-built, three-room log cabin, the construction of which postdates at least some of 

the rest of the site, although a clear construction timeline has not been established.  The cabin’s construction 
is estimated to have been around the turn of the twentieth century (Photograph 2).  The relationship between 
Feature 1 and the rest of the townsite is also unclear, but it is thought to have been built and occupied by a 
member of the Selak family after the closure of the stage stop, general store, and post office.  The cabin 
does not appear in a ca. 1900 photo (Figures 1–2), and unlike other buildings on site that utilized square, or 
cut nails in their construction, there are no square nails noted in the cabin, only wire nails.  The manufacture 
of wire nails in the U.S. began in 1873, large-scale production started in the 1880s, and by 1888, wire nails 
were in serious competition with cut nails in America.  By 1913, wire nails dominated the market, making up 
approximately 95 percent of the nails available for sale.1  In Colorado, the transition to wire nails seems to 
have occurred by 1890.  It is likely that the tremendous growth of the mining industry in the mountains of 
Colorado in the 1880s created a ready market for wire nails as their production by eastern manufacturers 
increased exponentially and railroads made delivery economical.  While the railroad did not arrive in this part 
of Grand County until 1905 (in Granby), nails could easily have been brought to the site by wagon prior to 
that.  It is logical that the earlier buildings on site would only have square nails, or a mix of square and wire 
nails, and it is not unusual to see a mix of nail types at the turn of the century.  

 
The vernacular style, three-room cabin, is oriented northwest–southeast, but for simplicity’s sake, the 

four sides will be referred to as if they align with the cardinal directions.  The square-shaped cabin measures 
26’ north–south x 22’ east–west.  The cabin’s workmanship and higher quality construction materials made it 
a much finer building than the others on site would have been, and more care was put into the construction 
of the cabin than the other buildings.   

 
The cabin has a dry-laid, stacked field stone masonry foundation comprised of irregular courses, 

framed window openings, and a shingled roof.  It is the only building on site with any type of foundation.  
Unlike the other buildings, the log walls are roughly hand hewn on the interior (modified to have a flat 
surface), and the square-notched log ends are cut flush at the corners, instead of rough-cut and at different 
lengths like the other buildings (Photograph 3).  Additional details on the exterior include the vertical milled-
lumber trim boards that cover the four exterior corners, giving them a more finished look, and the walls have 
a combination of cement chinking and wood shim chinking, to help keep out drafts. 
 

The front of the cabin faces west and features an entry door opening in the center of the wall, flanked 
by a window opening on each side.  There was likely a single step in front of the door at one time, as the 
doorway sits slightly above the surrounding terrain.  The wooden doorframe is intact, but the door is gone.  
The doorway leads into the large, primary living space in the cabin.  The milled-lumber vertical wooden 
frames of all the windows in the cabin are still intact, although the glazing is missing in what were likely 
double-hung, one-over-one windows.  The front (western) rooms have a direct view of Features 3 and 4, 
which are west of the cabin.   
 

The southern side has two side-by-side vertical window openings in the center of the wall; the wood 
frames are still intact.  These were also presumably one-over-one, double-hung windows. 
 
                                                 
1
Buckles, William G., Anthropological Investigations Near the Crest of the Continent, 1975-1978 (Denver, CO: Prepared by University 

of Southern Colorado, Pueblo. Prepared for U.S.D.I, Bureau of Reclamation, 1978); Clark, Victor S., History of Manufactures in the 
United States.  Volume I: 1860-1893. (Reprinted New York, NY, Peter Smith, 1949a.  Originally published Washington, D.C., 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1929), 351–355; Clark, Victor S., History of Manufactures in the United States.  Volume II: 1860-
1893. (Reprinted New York, NY, Peter Smith, 1949a.  Originally published Washington, D.C., Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
1929), 126. 
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Figure 1.  This photo of Selak was taken ca. 1900, looking south.  The caption in the 
photo album where this was found read, “On mesa between Granby and Camp Chief 
Ouray.  Fred Selak has a store and post office, later had store at Grand Lake…Byers 
Peak in Back.”  Note that the cabin (Feature 1) that now stands north of the barn 
(Feature 2) had not yet been built (the barn is the large building on the left).  Courtesy 
of the History Colorado, Hart Library, Harry H. Lake collection, Ph.00249, Box 3, 
Album 3, Accession No. 1957.3.3.   

 

Figure 2.  Same photo as Figure 4, cropped to emphasize the buildings.  Note wagon 
road (Feature 10) between the Selak barn (Feature 2) on eastern side, and the general 
store (Feature 4) and other buildings on the western side.  Today, that road has 
become an eroded drainage that bisects the site. 
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The eastern side has an entry door opening in the center of the wall, and like the western door 
opening, this doorway also leads into the main living space in the cabin.  The door opening is directly across 
from the one in the western wall.  The wooden doorframe is still intact, but again, the door is missing.  There 
is one vertical window opening to the north of the door, which is similar to all the others.  Finally, unlike the 
other three sides of the cabin, the northern wall does not have any fenestration. 
 

The relatively low pitch hipped roof, has skip sheathing (common milled lumber rafters) and is clad in 
wooden shingles that are mostly missing.  At one time, a metal roll ridge cap topped the roof.2  The four 
places where each side of the roof meet have overlapping metal “shingle” flashing that conforms to where 
the two slopes come together.  This adds an elegant detail to the cabin and provided extra waterproofing 
along those seams (an example can be seen in the center of Photograph 2).  Most of the rafter tails are 
exposed now, although it appears that they were originally boxed.  There is a large attic area between the 
roof and the interior ceiling and local lore suggests that it was used as a loft space, possibly for storage or as 
another room (Photograph 4). 
 

The interior has three rooms, one large living and kitchen area at the southern end of the cabin, and 
two bedrooms on the northern end.  At one time, there was a woodstove in the main room, located between 
the two bedroom doors, and there was a brick chimney that enclosed the stove flue pipe.  A rectangular 
opening near the ceiling in the center of the wall, between the living room and bedrooms, shows that the 
chimney was exposed in the bedrooms to help heat those rooms (Photograph 5).  Also, low on the same 
wall, centered between the doors where the stove would have been, are two deliberately constructed 
rectangular gaps in the wall, each one opening into a bedroom to help provide heat to those rooms.  The only 
sign of where a flue could exit the roof was in this location, so this stove would have been used for cooking 
as well as heating. 

 
Similar to the exterior of the cabin, there are nonessential details that make the interior cozier and 

more home-like.  The interior dividing wall between the living area and bedrooms is clad in vertical milled 
board paneling, and all the interior walls have plain, wide, baseboards painted white.  The bedroom and 
living room interior walls are vertical milled wooden planks, as are the floors and ceiling, although many of 
the floor and ceiling boards are now broken or gone.  The two-bedroom doorframes are milled boards that 
were painted pale green.  Narrow wood shims fill in some larger gaps on the exterior walls, as seen in a 
photo of the living room (Photograph 6).  Hardware for curtains is still in the upper corners of some of the 
window frames. 
 
Feature 2 (Photos 7, 15) 

Feature 2 is the collapsed and scavenged remnants of a possible log barn (Photograph 7).  According 
to Legacy Park Ranch Historical Association (LPRHA) board member and Selak historian, Linda Koshio 
Rogers, the barn was built around 1899 for $100.003; if this date is accurate, the barn would have been 
constructed when the general store and stage stop were still in operation.  The existing building is 
rectangular shaped and measures 23’ north–south x 35’ east–west.  It opens to the west, and almost all the 
logs from the front/western wall have been scavenged, as have many from the other walls.  The wall logs are 
all saw-cut at the ends, and the notching is irregular with a mix of v-notching and saddle-notching present.  
Five to six courses of logs remain on the northern and southern sides, and the walls are still intact where 
they meet the eastern wall but have collapsed from the back towards the front/western side.  The 
back/eastern wall is the most intact, with 7–8 courses of logs and a milled lumber board-framed, square 

                                                 
2
Ezrol, Danny, Selak Cabin Preliminary Property Evaluation Form (Denver, CO : On file at the Office of Archaeology and Historic 

Preservation, History Colorado, 2021), 3. 
3This information was written on back of Hot Sulphur Springs Pioneer Museum photo no. 2562, taken by Paul Gilbert. 
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window opening that was positioned slightly off center in the wall.  There is no glazing in the window and the 
only nails noted in the building were wire nails in the milled lumber window frame.  The western window 
opening is the only obvious fenestration in the barn.  The roof is partially gone, although sections of it have 
collapsed inward on the western side.  It appears to have originally been a front gable roof, clad with hewn 
wooden poles.  There was no foundation associated with the building.  A historical photo from 1900 (Figures 
2–3), may show corrals and possible outbuildings or loafing sheds south of the building.   
 
Feature 3 (Photos 8, 10) 

Feature 3 is the remnant of an east-facing, rectangular, collapsed log building in the western portion 
of the site (Photograph 8).  It measures 11’ east–west x 13’ north–south.  Features 3–7, seem to be the 
oldest on site, based on the presence of square nails in the structures, rather than wire nails.  Additionally, 
Features 3–7 are all very similar in construction.  The building rested directly on the ground.  Most of the logs 
in Feature 3 have been scavenged but the southern corner still has 7–8 courses of logs in situ.  The saw-cut, 
hand-hewn logs are v-notched at the corners, and there are wood shims and chinking sealing the gaps 
between the logs.  The roof is no longer intact and too little remains to suggest what it was made of, its 
forms, or its pitch.  The door opening to the building was in the eastern wall, near the northern corner.  The 
function of Feature 3 is unknown, and no artifacts were associated with it that might have helped indicate its 
usage.  It could have been an outbuilding or a cabin for traveler lodging. 

 
Feature 4 (Photos 8–10) 

Feature 4 is immediately adjacent to, and east of, Feature 3 (Photograph 9).  It measures 15.5’ east–
west x 14.75’ north–south, and rests directly on the ground.  Like Feature 3, it is also an east-facing, 
collapsed log building, but is more intact than Feature 3.  Top portions of the walls are missing, and the roof 
is completely gone.  The north-northwest corner still has approximately 13 courses of saw-cut, hand-hewn 
logs, and the corner where the western and northern walls meet is mostly intact.  Notching at the end of the 
logs is a mix of saddle notching and v-notching.  Logs from the building have fallen to the ground around the 
exterior of the building, and no window openings were evident in the northern, western, or southern wall 
remnants.  Both wire and square nails were noted in the structure.   

 
Using historical imagery as a reference, Feature 4 is identified as the former Selak General Store.  

Figure 3 is a historical photo of the store when it was open for business in the early twentieth century; 
Feature 3 can be seen in the background on the left side.  Photograph 10 was taken when the site was 
recorded in 2021 and depicts a modern-day view of Figure 4.  In the historical image, the logs at the corner 
of Feature 3 are differing lengths, which matches the existing building.  What initially appeared to be a wide 
doorway opening is actually the right/northern side of the doorframe, and the left/southern side of the vertical 
wooden framing is the edge of the window frame in Figure 4 (Photograph 9).  All the short horizontal logs that 
once separated the two openings (seen in Figure 4) are now gone, which makes it appear to be a single 
large opening.  Finally, the eastern/front wall of the store had 2–3 almost 15’-long wooden poles above the 
door, under the roofline, which spanned the length of the building.  At least two of those are still intact, 
although collapsed, as shown in Photograph 9. 
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Figure 3.  The Selak General Store (Feature 4), ca. 1903.  The words, “Beer – Cheese Crackers” have been 
penciled onto the photo on the roofline of the building.  The sign over the door reads, “GENERAL/STORE.”  
Photo from the Walt Kennedy Album, Accession # 83.28, courtesy of Hot Sulphur Springs Pioneer Museum. 

 
Feature 5 (Photos 11–12) 

Feature 5 is a 16’-x-11’ rectangular, collapsed log building that is oriented north–south and is likely 
contemporaneous with Features 3–7 (Photograph 11).  It is also east facing and based on research and 
conversations with the LPRHA Board, we believe that it is the original post office.  Like the other log features, 
it is missing its roof but rectangular tin shingles were found in the vicinity of the feature, suggesting that the 
roof had at least partial tin shingle roofing.  In addition, there are long, east–west-oriented, 2”-x-6” milled 
lumber planks that are still resting on the western wall with their eastern ends collapsed into the structure.  
These boards suggest that Feature 5 may have had a shed-style roof that sloped down towards the west.  
Like Features 3–7, Feature 5 is mostly collapsed and its logs have been removed from the site.  The 
northwestern corner is the most intact, and it is roughly 15 courses tall.  The logs on the northern and 
southern walls are saw-cut with no notching.  The western wall has silt built up against it, which has buried 
the first course of logs.  Similar to Features 3 and 4, most of the logs on the western wall are v-notched.  One 
large square nail was noted in a log, and tiny square roofing nails were seen in some of the shingles.  There 
was a window opening in the center of the southern wall.  
 

There is a large dugout space at the southeastern corner of the building, on the eastern (front) side.  
Building debris from Feature 5 made it impossible to determine if the dugout was originally on the interior or 
exterior of the building, but its function was possibly as a root cellar, or given the proximity to lakes, ice 
storage.  Dimensions of the dugout were difficult to determine because of erosion and the presence of 
building debris inside, but currently it is roughly 6’–7’ east–west and 4’–5’ north–south.  The depth is 
unknown because the feature has collapsed into itself, and sediments have settled in the feature over the 
years.   
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Feature 6 (Photos 8, 11, 12) 

The building that once was at the Feature 6 location has been moved off site.  All that is left is the 
packed-dirt building platform, the eastern and northern sides of which are mounded 1’ higher than the 
surrounding terrain.  The building platform is rectangular, measuring approximately 19’ east–west x 20’ 
north–south (Photograph 12).  Some logs may still be in situ but buried on the northern and eastern sides; a 
minimal amount of deteriorated logs are scattered within the structure’s footprint.  A local informant confirmed 
that the building was removed from the site and reconstructed on a local ranch, hence the noticeable lack of 
building materials left on site from Feature 6.  The building served an unknown purpose, and there were no 
associated artifacts that would hint at its use. 
 
Feature 7 (Photo 13) 

Feature 7 is what little remains of a log building in the far southeastern portion of the site (Photograph 
13).  The building is oriented northwest–southeast on the long axis, is rectangular, and measures 26’ x 14’.  
The building sat directly on the ground, and only a small portion of the northern and western walls are still in 
place.  A doorway opening is in the northern wall, in the northeastern corner, and faces the rest of the site.  
Most of the original building materials have been scavenged.  Four to five courses of saw-cut, hand-hewn 
logs of the remaining northern and western walls are still intact at the northwestern corner of the building, 
and feature saddle and v-notching.  The eastern and southern walls are limited to a few out-of-place logs 
strewn across the ground, although a few courses of logs remain at the building’s southwestern corner.  
Nothing remains of the roof.  A single wire nail was noted in one of the logs. 
 
Feature 8 (Photo 4) 

Feature 8 appears to be an outhouse depression and has four sub-rounded cobbles that form an L 
that could have been part of the outhouse foundation (Photograph 14).  The outhouse would have been 
oriented north-northeast–south-southwest and would have measured approximately 5’ square; it is several 
inches shallower than the surrounding terrain.  Feature 8 is located behind and east of Feature 2 (the barn). 
 
Feature 9 (Photo 15) 

Feature 9 is a roughly square depression that is also a possible outhouse location (Photograph 15).  
It is roughly 6’ x 2 ½’ and several inches deep.  Like Feature 8, it is also behind and east of Feature 2, and 
less than 20’ west of Feature 8.  Feature 9 is ephemeral, but the depression is at least several inches lower 
than the surrounding terrain and is notably square, with a small piece of deteriorated board in the center.  
The feature has silted in quite a bit on the northern and southern sides. 
 
Feature 10 (Photo 16) 

Because of its width and depth, Feature 10 was initially assumed to be an erosional drainage.  After 
the site was recorded in 2021, members of the LPRHA revealed that this is thought to be the north–south-
oriented wagon road that passed through Selak; Figures 2–3 support this assumption.  In the historic 
photographs, the wagon road has buildings on both sides, and the placement of Feature 10 reflects that.  No 
evidence of buildings was found on the western side of the existing two-track dirt road, that is west of the 
site, suggesting that the existing two-track road is not the former wagon road.  In fact, the earliest 
topographic map for the region dates to 1957, and the current two-track road does not appear on it, meaning 
that the road west of the site post-dates Selak.4  The heavily eroded wagon road in the center of the site 
measures 8’ wide and is roughly 6”–18” deep (Photograph 16).   

 
                                                 
4 USGS, TopoView website.  https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/topoview/.  Accessed June 10, 2022. 
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Artifacts  
Artifacts were sparse on site, not concentrated near any of the features and consisted primarily of 

construction debris.  Only one notable AC was identified on site.  AC-1 is a small, 5’-x-7’, partially buried 
artifact concentration; artifacts in AC-1 were domestic in nature, and limited to various colored glass bottle 
and jar fragments (mostly clear, but also one piece each of purple glass and brown glass) and plain, white 
glazed earthenware plate fragment.  Aside from glass colors, none of the artifacts had any diagnostic 
features. 
 

Selak was a hub of activity for several decades, with people living and working on site, locals 
stopping for their mail and groceries, and merchants and visitors continuously passing through, stopping for 
rest and refreshments, on their way to other places.  Those people would have left behind traces of their lives 
and activities.  Dense sagebrush likely obscures artifacts on site, and Aeolian sediments have almost 
certainly buried artifacts.  Windblown sediments several inches deep were noted at the base of some of the 
features, and even deeper at others, such as Feature 5.  It is difficult to predict where additional cultural 
deposits may be without archaeological testing.  It is not surprising that local farmers or ranchers may have 
scavenged the reusable logs, but the artifacts—trash to anyone but an archaeologist—are probably still intact 
given the site’s location far from public access.   
    

 
INTEGRITY 
 

The site retains enough of the seven aspects of integrity (feeling, association, location, setting, 
workmanship, materials, and design) to convey its significance and make it worthy of listing in the Colorado 
State Register of Historic Properties under Criteria A, C, and E.  The property is significant under Criterion A 
in the area of Exploration/Settlement for its association with the settlement of this portion of Grand County.  It 
is further significant under Criterion C in the area of Architecture for Feature 1, the cabin, as an excellent 
example of the Pioneer Log Cabin Style.  Finally, the Selak site is significant under Criterion E, for its 
potential to yield information in the area of Historic Non-Aboriginal Archaeology.  
 
Integrity: Criterion A: 

Concerning Criterion A, although the site has certainly changed over the decades, falling into disrepair 
and ruin, the setting of the Selak site remains quite similar to the way it would have been 100+ years ago.  The 
site remains in its original location, situated in a low area with ridges to the north and east, a large stand of 
trees to the west, and open fields to the south.  Aside from a modern equestrian center with single story 
buildings and corrals in the distance to the northwest, there are no modern visual intrusions to mar the feeling 
that the location still evokes—a feeling of solitude.  Standing at the site with little but the site and the natural 
world visible in all directions, and in a silence that is only interrupted by wind and bird song, the feeling is like it 
would have been in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries because no modern development has 
occurred to impact the surrounding open grassland of Granby Mesa or obscure the surrounding mountains.  
The homes of Legacy Ranch are not visible from Selak, and the feeling of remoteness highlights why there 
was a need for a stage stop, store, and post office this far off the beaten path.  Therefore, the site retains a high 
integrity of setting, feeling, and location. 

 
 The remnants of all the buildings on site, save the cabin, retain integrity of materials, because 
enough remains to make it clear that each was a log building when the site was originally settled.  
Unfortunately, because all of the early original buildings are in ruins, they no longer retain integrity of 
workmanship.   
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Feature 1, the cabin, still retains a high degree of integrity of materials and workmanship, and was 
built with more thought, care, and financial expense than other buildings on site.  The log and milled lumber 
building has a thoughtful eye to unnecessary details (e.g., green painted doorframes and curtain rods for 
curtains), and materials such as the overlapping tin shingles that covered the seams where the four sides of 
the roofline meet.  The shingles served an aesthetic purpose as well as a practical one.  The rustic log 
construction of the other buildings and the mix of square nails and more modern wire nails in the older 
buildings compared to the cabin, suggest the cultural and temporal changes of the Selak community over the 
span of time that the site was occupied. 

 
Integrity of design is still good at Selak.  The spatial layout of the site, with the generally north-south-

oriented, character defining eroded wagon road that bisects the site, conveys the original arrangement of the 
Selak site, with all but one of its buildings facing the wagon road.  The wagon road itself helps establish the 
site’s integrity under Criterion A.  Buildings depicted in historical photographs are still present, and the 
function of some of those buildings is known, which also contributes to the design of the site.   

 
Based on archival information we know the Selak family constructed the buildings at the site, so from 

a historical perspective the site retains its association to the people who built it, people who were some of 
the earliest settlers and merchants in Grand County.  Additionally, the physical remains of the site are 
associated with its former use as a stage stop and general store.  Feature 4 can be directly correlated to 
historical photos as a general store, and Feature 10, the wagon road, ties the site to the stage stop, with 
historical photos depicting the road bisecting the site.   
 
Integrity: Criterion C: 

Feature 1, the Selak cabin, is considered eligible under Criterion C because it embodies distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method, of construction.  Specifically, the cabin is a good example of 
Pioneer Log Style.   
 

The cabin retains excellent integrity of location and setting.  While the Selak site (aside from the 
cabin) is in total ruins, the surrounding lands remain almost visually unchanged and undeveloped, appearing 
much like it did when the site was occupied over 100 years ago.  The feeling of the site is diminished 
because of its state of disrepair, but in general is intact enough to still have a reasonable degree of integrity 
of feeling.  The integrity of association is marginal because we do not know what the specific association is 
between the cabin and the earlier features on site.  Despite decades of exposure to the elements, the cabin 
is still standing and its interior room arrangement and most of its construction materials are intact, thus 
retaining integrity of design and materials.  Furthermore, the cabin’s integrity of workmanship is retained 
as the notching of the logs and the chinking, and the wood-shingled roof are all character defining features of 
the Pioneer Log Style.   
 
Integrity: Criterion E 

In consideration of Criterion E, as an archaeological site, Selak retains integrity of materials and 
workmanship even though the log buildings (Features 2–7) have been scavenged for their logs.  The 
remains of these features clearly illustrate that they were all simple notched-log buildings, created by hand 
expeditiously, and with locally available materials.   
 

We know that the site has buried cultural remains (artifacts) in at least one location (AC-1 on the plan 
map at the end of the nomination) and quite likely at other places as well, given the considerable soil 
deposition that postdates the Selaks’ occupation.  Like the supply chain and temporal information that cut vs. 
wire nails can provide, buried cultural deposits could contribute important information about the site and help 
flesh out some of the more nuanced parts of the Selak family’s history and their association with the site.   
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The site and its features (aside from the building that used to be on the Feature 6 building platform, 
but has since been moved off site) are all in their original locations.  As described above, the setting 
remains almost totally unchanged, visually, which helps the site retain its sense of feeling of what it would 
have been like to live and work in this location over 100 years ago.  And despite the site being preliminary 
archaeological, the layout of the features across the site still conveys the original design of the site, and the 
remaining logs convey the design of the former cabins, store, and other buildings.  Additionally, 
archaeological work at the site might establish the function of unknown features, further contributing to the 
understanding of the site and its design. 
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SECTION IV   

 
Significance of Property 
 

   Nomination Criteria 
 

   [ X ] A - property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to history 

    [  ] B - property is connected with persons significant in history 

     [ X ] C - property has distinctive characteristics of a type, period, method of construction or artisan 

   [  ] D - property is of geographic importance 

   [ X ] E - property contains the possibility of important discoveries related to prehistory or history 

 
 Areas of Significance 
      
[  ] Agriculture 
[ X ] Architecture 
[  ] Archaeology –  
  prehistoric    
[ X ] Archaeology –  
  historic 
[  ] Art 
[  ] Commerce 
[  ] Communications 
[  ] Community  
  Planning and  
  Development 
[  ] Conservation 

[  ] Economics  
[  ] Education 
[  ] Engineering  
[  ] Entertainment/ 
  Recreation 
[  ] Ethnic Heritage 
[ X ] Exploration/ 
  Settlement  
[  ] Geography/ 
  Community Identity 
[  ] Health/Medicine 
[  ] Industry 
[  ] Invention 

[  ] Landscape      
  Architecture  

[  ] Law 
[  ] Literature 
[  ] Military 
[  ] Performing Arts 
[  ] Politics/ 
  Government 
[  ] Religion 
[  ] Science 
[  ] Social History 
[  ] Transportation
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT  
  
 The Selak Townsite, although mostly in ruins, is significant at a local level and its period of 
significance is spans from the late 1870s to at least the first few decades of the twentieth century.  The 
Selak site is recommended as eligible to the State Register of Historic Properties under Criterion A for its 
significance associated with events that have made a significant contribution to history in the areas of 
Exploration/Settlement, Criterion C for Architecture because the cabin is  an example of the Pioneer Log 
cabin style, and Criterion E, as the property contains the possibility of important discoveries related to 
history in the area of Historic Non-Aboriginal Archaeology.  The site does have historic ties to the themes 
of communications and government (via the onsite post office which gave locals the ability to send and 
receive mail from this remote location), transportation (the site was a stop on the wagon road), and 
commerce (the on-site general store provided a variety of goods and groceries for sale), but there is 
insufficient site integrity to convey these functions.  
 
Criterion A 
 The Selaks moved to Grand County from Georgetown in the late 1870s to raise cattle and to 
homestead.  They proved up on their land in 1883 and 1884 (Area of Significance: Exploration/Settlement 
[late 1870s–1884]).  Selak served the local community during the early years of Grand County when 
homesteaders, miners, and loggers came to the area to put down roots, to make their living, or both.  It 
was a period of growth yet the county was sparsely inhabited at the time the stage stop, general store, 
and post office were in operation.  Ranches and homesteads were large, so neighbors were not close to 
one another.  The Town of Granby was not established until after the turn of the century, and Grand Lake, 
founded shortly before Selak, is roughly 14 miles away from Selak.  The stage stop also served travelers 
through the county.  The stage stop was along a major road from Georgetown, built by the Georgetown 
and Middle Park Wagon Road Company, beginning in the 1870s.  The wagon road was instrumental in 
the development and settlement in Grand County.  While the archaeological remains do not necessarily 
convey these functions any longer, the historic record does.  The fact that the Selaks opted to settle and 
homestead in this location along this important wagon road, and the amenities they offered there played 
an important contributing role to the county’s early growth.  Thus the site is significant under Criterion A 
for not just the Selak family’s exploration of Grand County and settlement there, but also for the support 
services that they provided that helped make settlement possible for their neighbors.  The period of 
significance for Criterion A is 1882 (the approximate year the store opened) through ca. 1905 when the 
railroad came to Grand County and the wagon road fell out of use. 
 
Criterion C  
 Feature 1, the cabin, is representative of the Pioneer Log Cabin Style.  According to the History 
Colorado website, this style of cabin is,  
 

Generally located in or near mountainous regions . . . were constructed of round logs, 
hewn logs or mill waste (log slabs) and were usually laid on alternating tiers, notched at 
the corners to fit together.  Spaces between the logs were filled with wet moss or clay, 
animal hair or straw (daubing), and stone or wood strips (chinking).  Roofs were canvas, 
earth, shingles, wood boards, sheet metal, or tree limbs.  Gable ends were either log or 
frame. . . Common notching types include saddle, V-notch, square, and dovetail, as well 
as channel (hog trough) and boxed corners.5 

 
 Aside from having a hipped roof rather than the more typical front or side gabled roof, the Selak 
cabin has all of the above attributes.  The cabin sits in Middle Park, surrounded by mountains.  The log 

                                                 
5 History Colorado, Pioneer Log Cabins webpage.  https://www.historycolorado.org/pioneer-log, accessed 11 April 2023 
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walls feature square notching at the corners, and the daub between the logs is cement with wood strip 
chinking.  The roof was clad in wooden shingles.  These features all serve to make the cabin significant 
under Criterion C for Architecture as a representative example of the Pioneer Log Cabin Style.  The 
period of significance is more nebulous for the cabin than for other features on site because no historic 
information was found for the construction or habitation of the cabin.  The cabin does not appear on a 
photograph from 1900.  Artifacts were sparse and one of the few diagnostic ones was a piece of aqua 
glass, which was manufactured until the 1920s.  Therefore, the period of significance for the cabin is ca. 
1910 to roughly 1930. 
 
Criterion E 
 Based on soil deposition on site, the Selak Townsite likely has buried cultural deposits that could 
contribute additional information that is not within the historic record.  There is at least one partially buried 
trash scatter at the site (AC-1) containing mostly domestic artifacts.  There are at least two possible 
outhouse locations identified on site, Features 8 and 9.  Excavated locations of backfilled outhouses often 
yield a variety of artifacts.  These artifacts could provide additional information about the citizens of 
Selak’s day-to-day lives such as what they consumed (foods, beverages, medicines, etc.), how much 
they relied on purchased foods compared to canned or locally procured ones, how they dressed, what 
they did for entertainment, the types of animal husbandry they practiced, their socioeconomic status and 
more.  Therefore, the Selak Townsite is eligible under Criterion E (Historic Non-Aboriginal Archaeology) 
for its potential to yield information about the past.  Although we have few artifacts on site (diagnostic or 
otherwise), historic records put Selak’s founding to the late 1870s, and the aqua glass found in Artifact 
Concentration 1 indicates the site was occupied at least through the 1920s. As such, the period of 
significance for Criterion E is c. 1870 through c. 1930. 
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DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY / ADDITIONAL HISTORIC CONTEXT INFORMATION  
 
 Much of the following information was found and compiled by LPRHA board member, Linda Koshio 
Rogers, and the following history borrows heavily from the narratives she has written about Selak for the two 
Colorado State Historical Fund (SHF) grants the LPRHA has received for documentation and preservation of the 
site (SHF #2021-AS-005 and #2022-PL-014).     
 
 Immigrant and patriarch, Colonel Albert Selak, born in 1825, came to the United States in 1849 from 
Bohemia (now the Czech Republic) with his bride Elizabeth (unfortunately, little is known about Elizabeth).  The 
1858 Colorado gold rush, which beckoned so many to the mountainous regions of the future state of Colorado, 
also drew Albert, Elizabeth, and their three young children.6  Instead of becoming a miner, Albert put his skills to 
use on a more reliable business—that of brewing beer for the miners.  When he reached Denver in May 1859, he 
reportedly arrived with “100 gallons of condensed liquid.”7  Between 1860–1862 (sources differ on the year), 
Albert opened the Union Brewery in Black Hawk.  The Rocky Mountain News called it the first brewery in 
Colorado.8,9  Albert’s brewery motto was “You Can Bet on a Selak” and he stamped the modified acronym of the 
motto, “U.B.S.,” on the kegs of lager that he shipped to Central City, as well as to Denver and Golden.10  He was 
also a “wholesale and retail dealer in groceries, provisions, wines, liquors and cigars” with a storefront on Selak 
Street in Blackhawk, and he owned the Queen of the West mine.11  In April 1865, Albert listed for sale his 
properties, “three wood frame buildings . . .including the brewery.”12  He must have retained the grocery business 
because the above information was from a newspaper ad published in 1866.  For unknown reasons, Albert 
eventually moved his family to Georgetown and opened the Georgetown Brewery in 1868.   
 
 In the early 1870s, the Georgetown, Empire, & Middle Park Wagon Road Company was established to 
construct a wagon road from Georgetown to Middle Park (a wide valley with numerous rivers and streams in the 
area that would become Grand County).13  By June of 1874, the road was mostly complete, but a concerned 
citizen who referred to himself as “Trail Blazer,” sent a letter to the editor of the Georgetown newspaper, The 
Colorado Miner.  Trail Blazer was concerned that the completion of the road might be losing momentum or 
funding.  They lamented that if the road did not open soon, the delay would be, “dangerous to the best interests 
of Colorado, as another dangerous avenue will be opened that will divert the entire trade of the great valley, rich 
as it is in natural resources, from Colorado entirely.”14  While the above quote is certainly a bit hyperbolic, they 
went on to point out the benefits were many for linking Georgetown to the vast and fertile valley on the other side 
of the mountains, including easier and cheaper access to “beef, butter, fish, [and] wild game” and extensive 
pasture land for livestock.  The road would also expand access to Middle Park for homesteading.  Despite Trail 
Blazer’s concern, the Georgetown, Empire & Middle Park Wagon Road opened in the fall of 1874, originating in 
Georgetown, continuing north through Empire, and up and over Berthoud Pass, continuing into Grand County as 
far as Fraser.15  The road was expanded further into Grand County in 1878, extending as far as Hot Sulphur 
Springs and other destinations further to the north.  By that time the road was referred to as the Georgetown & 

                                                 
6 The couple eventually had 11 children. 
7 NA, no article name, Rocky Mountain News, 21 December 1861, p. unk. 
8 Baker, Roger, Black Hawk: The Rise and all of a Colorado Mill Town (Black Hawk, CO: Black Hawk Publishing, 2004). 
9 The Rocky Mountain News also reported on December 21, 1861, that Albert was planning, “a grand party [at The Union] ...that will be 
memorable for its magnificence.”  (NA, no article name, Rocky Mountain News, 21 December 1861, p. unk. 
10 NA, No article name, Rocky Mountain News, 17 August 1863, p. unk.  
11  NA, Advertisement, The Daily Mining Journal.  15 November 1866, p. 2.  NA, Queen of the West Mine.  Weekly Register Call.  11 
April 1884, p.3. 
12 NA, For Sale – Valuable Property in Black Hawk.  The Daily Mining Journal.  17 April 1865, p. 3. 
13 Scott, Glenn R.  Historic Trail Map if the Denver 1ox2o Quadrangle, Central Colorado.  Prepared in cooperation with the Denver 
Public Library, Western History and Genealogy Department.  (Published by the U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C., 1999) p. 12. 
14 Trail Blazer, Letter to the Editor regarding the Middle Park Wagon Road, The Colorado Miner, 20 June 1874, p. 3. 
15 Scott, Glenn R.  Historic Trail Map if the Denver 1ox2o Quadrangle, Central Colorado.  Prepared in cooperation with the Denver 
Public Library, Western History and Genealogy Department.  (U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C., 1999) p. 12. 
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Middle Park Wagon Road.  Finally, by 1885, the road reached Coulter, Selak, and Grand Lake on what was 
probably the original Post Road No. 20.  The stage lines throughout Middle Park and Grand County operated 
through 1910, when the railroad made them obsolete.16   
 
 Research suggests that Albert and family resided in Georgetown for about a decade.  The Selak family 
moved to Middle Park in the late 1870s, as did many others once the area became easily accessed via the 
Georgetown and Middle Park Wagon Road.  In 1884, Albert’s son Frank, proved up on his land in Section 28, 
Township 2N, Range 76W, and Albert proved up in adjacent Section 27 to the east, in 1894, homesteading and 
raising cattle.17  The year that Albert proved up was also the year there was a brief mention in the Black Hawk 
Register Call that Albert planned to move back to Black Hawk, “his first Colorado love.”18  Thus, Albert’s story 
diverges here, and the history of the Selak Townsite is more about Frank, Fred, and their families. 
 
 Frank’s land was a wisely chosen location adjacent to Smith Creek, a reliable source of water and an 
attractive location for a stage stop.  The Georgetown & Middle Park Wagon Road connected the Selak site to 
Kremmling to the west, Grand Lake to the northeast, Rollinsville to the southeast, and Georgetown to the south.  
The web of stage lines in Middle Park also connected many other small communities and provided them access 
to the outside world.  Starting in 1882, brothers Frank and Fred established and managed a general store on 
Frank’s land, with the stage stop to follow.19  The remnants of those buildings and the land on which they sit are 
the focus of this nomination, and have been referred to as the “Selak Townsite,” which is a bit of a misnomer if 
the only people living at the site were the Selak family.  However, local lore suggests that at one time there may 
have been other buildings, including a school, on the site, and The Colorado Postal Historian newsletter stated, 
“there is some evidence that a small community did develop at Selak [but] by 1893 had failed to grow 
significantly.”20 
 
 Prior to the establishment of the Town of Granby, the largest town in the vicinity today, the Selak site 
served an important role to the area’s pioneers––it was a place where weary travelers could buy provisions, get a 
beverage (including beer), and snacks, like cheese and crackers, while traveling on the stage and wagon road.  
A newspaper ad (Figure 5) from the late nineteenth century confirms that the Selak General Store provided many 
common late nineteenth–century provisions.21  According to the ad, the Selaks sold a variety of fabrics, notions 
(sewing supplies), hats, shoes, laundry soap, “toilet soaps,” medications, tobacco and cigars, hardware, and a 
variety of groceries.  Available groceries included more than just the staples of tea, coffee, sugar and flour, but 
also canned goods such as dried fruits, spices, molasses, and more.  Frank’s sons (Albert’s grandsons) Harry 
Albert (Lefty), and Ed, provided regular deliveries from the store to outlying customers,22 eventually delivering 
goods as far as Grand Lake and the general vicinity.23 
  
 The Selak brothers, “thin-faced, intelligent young men with an instinct for merchandising,” had the 
foresight to jump through the hoops necessary to establish a U.S. Post Office on their land—the only one for 
miles.24  Records indicate that Frank J. Selak applied with the U.S. Post Office Department on May 15, 1883 to 
establish a post office at “Willow Ranch,” presumably the name of their ranch.25  The post office was yet an 

                                                 
16 Grand County Historical Association and Grand Lake Area Historical Society, Old Stagecoach Routes in Middle Park 1870–1910 
brochure (Grand Lake, CO: Grand County Historical Association and Grand Lake Area Historical Society, n.d.). 
17 BLM, General Land Office Records website. https://glorecords.blm.gov/default.aspx.  Accessed 11 May 2022. 
18 NA, no article title, Weekly Register Call, 4 January 1884, p. 5. 
19 Wier, Jim, “Early Log Buildings in Grand County.”  In Grand County Historical Association Journal.  (August 1993): 10. 
20 Colorado Postal History Society.  The Colorado Postal Encyclopedia, Grand County.  Colorado Postal Historian, Volume 23, No. 2.  
2007:49.  
21 NA, no article title, Selak Courier, (n.d.  Vol. X., No. 1), p. unk. 
22 Black, Robert C III, Island in the Rockies; The Pioneer Era of Grand County, Colorado, 293. 
23 Ibid, 295. 
24 Ibid, 169. 
25 Post Office Department, Bureau of Facilities, Reports of Site Locations, 1837–1950: Colorado: Garfield – Hinsdale.  National Archives 
Catalog.  https://catalog.archives.gov/id/68245599.  Accessed 10 January 2023. 
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additional much-needed service offered at the stage stop and general store.  The government granted 
permission, and Frank was made postmaster of the new Selak Post Office on July 23, 1883, although a different 
record suggests the post office was established on June 11, 1883.26  The Selak post office lasted until 
September 29, 1893; after that, mail was routed to the Coulter Stage Stop and Post Office, south of Granby 
(Coulter is also now defunct).27   
 
 The town of Granby was founded in 1905 as a stop on the recently constructed Denver, Northwest, and 
Pacific Railroad.  The railroad was the death knell for the stage stop, the post office was already closed by that 
time, and once Selak General Store closed, Frank’s two sons, Harry Albert and George, established and 
operated the Granby Mercantile in town.28  A newspaper advertisement promised a “Square Deal to All”.29  The 
third generation of Selaks ran the store for decades, but in 1956, the Selaks sold the store to Don Fulk.   
 
 Patriarch Albert Selak died on April 1, 1903 at the age of 78, after which Elizabeth went to live with their 
son Fred; in 1909, Elizabeth and Fred relocated to Grand Lake 30  Fred established a store near Grand Lake, and 
a 1911 Colorado State Business Directory featured an advertisement that stated, “Fred N. Selak, general 
merchandise, ranch produce, real estate, loans, saddle horse, and teams for rent.”31  Frank, who had continued 
to live in both Selak as well as Granby, visited Fred and their mother in Grand Lake in October 1912.  While 
visiting, Frank ended his life with a self-inflicted gunshot at the age of 52; Frank was known to have suffered from 
“melancholy” throughout his life.32  Soon after, Elizabeth died on December 5, 1912, at the age of 86.33  Fred 
continued living and working in Grand Lake, and was known as one of the “pioneering merchants of the Park” 
and “one of the oldest merchants in Grand County.”34 
 
 After his mother and brother died in such short succession, Fred, a life-long bachelor and having no close 
living relatives in the immediate vicinity, became reclusive as he aged.  He was rumored to have considerable 
amounts of money hidden under his small cabin in Pole Creek Canyon, several miles south of Grand Lake.35  
Fred had been a successful businessperson, but the hidden cache of money was a tall-tale and most of his funds 
were in a bank in Denver.  Many sought loans or donations from Fred, but he was selective about sharing his 
money, which occasionally led to disputes and resentment.  In 1926, Ray Noakes and Arthur Osborne murdered 
Fred.36  Previously, Osborne and Fred had squabbled over placement of a fence line, and Fred had Osborne 
arrested.  Osborne sought vengeance and thought he would be doing the community a favor by killing Fred.  
Osborne and Noakes broke into Fred’s home, kidnapped him, hanged him from a tree in the forest, and 
ransacked his house looking for Fred’s supposed hidden riches.  The men were eventually arrested and 
confessed to the crime, and Fred’s body was found a month after his disappearance.  Two years after the 
murder, Osborne and Noakes were executed for their crimes.  Some of these historic newspaper are included at 
the end of Section VII. 
                                                 
26 Ibid; Post Office Department, Postmaster Appointments for Grand County Colorado.  National Archives Catalog.  
https://legacy.catalog.archives.gov/id/78729998.  Accessed 10 January 2023. 
27 Black, Robert C III, Island in the Rockies; The Pioneer Era of Grand County, Colorado, 329.  Post Office Department, Postmaster 
Appointments for Grand County Colorado.  National Archives Catalog.  https://legacy.catalog.archives.gov/id/78729998.  Accessed 10 
January 2023; Grand County History Stories website, Stage and Freight Lines.  https://stories.grandcountyhistory.org/article/stage-and-
freight-lines.  Accessed 11 January 2023. 
28 Hamilton, Penny Rafferty, Ph.D., Granby, Then and Now: A Quick History (Granby, CO: The Greater Granby Area Chamber of 
Commerce, 2005), 52. 
29 Ibid, 43. 
30 NA, no article title, Middle Park Times, 16 July 1909, p. unk. 
31 NA, Colorado State Business Directory (Denver, CO: Gazetteer Publishing Company, 1911). 
32 NA, “Death of Frank Selak.”  Middle Park Times, 1 November 1912a, p. 1. 
33 NA, “Death of Elizabeth Selak.”  Middle Park Times, 13 December 1912b, p. 1. 
34 NA, “Local News of the Week,” Middle Park Times, 14 July 1916, p. 5.  NA, “Local News of the Week,” Middle Park Times, 9 February 
1917, p. 1. 
35 Black, Robert C III, Island in the Rockies; The Pioneer Era of Grand County, Colorado, 368. 
36  Peterson, Robert K. and Elsie Fletcher Ruske, Mark Fletcher: The Life and Times of a Western Sheriff (Fraser, CO: Peterson and 
Ruske, 2002) 66–75. 
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 It is unfortunate that the Selak brothers, who were successful businessmen and an integral part of their 
communities, both met with tragic ends.37  By the time of their deaths, the Selak family had become firmly 
established and well known in Grand County.  Many of the Selak family members continued to live in the area for 
decades, and some still do, so the Selak legacy lives on in Grand County. 

                                                 
37  Frank and Fred were not the only ones to die prematurely.  Their middle brother, Albert Nicholas (b. 1862), was stabbed and killed 
in a barroom fight in Lawson, Colorado in May 1883 when Fred and Frank were still young men (NA, “Stabbed with a Dirk,” Colorado 
Miner, 5 May 1883, p. 3). 
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SECTION V   
 
GEOGRAPHICAL DATA 
 
Verbal Boundary Description of Nominated Property     

 (describe the boundaries of the nominated property) 
 
 The Selak Townsite is an archaeological site with one standing building, and is surrounded by open fields 
to the south, a stand of trees to the west, and higher ridges to the north and east.  It is located in a sparsely 
developed portion of Grand County, approximately two miles due northeast of the town of Granby.  During the 
2021 archaeological recording of the site, archaeologists surveyed 4.19 acres total, but based on the surface 
artifacts and archaeological features discussed in this nomination, the site appears to be limited to the 1.63 
acres that are fenced. 
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Official Map (show location of property on map) 
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SECTION VI   

 
PHOTOGRAPH LOG 

  Name of Property:  Selak Townsite 
 Location:  Grand County, approximately two miles due northeast of the center of the town of Granby. 
 Photographer:  Michelle Slaughter and Abbie Harrison 
 Date of Photographs:  December 2021 
 
Photo No. Description of View and Direction of Camera 

1. Overview of the Selak Townsite.  View is to the north. 

2. The cabin (Feature 1) at the Selak Townsite.  The front of the cabin (left side) faces west, toward most 
of the original features on site.  Rusted metal-shingle flashing is still present where the western face of 
the roof meets the southern one.  View is to the north. 

3. Example of the square notched- log ends, cut flush to form neat corners.  The vertical trim boards are 
missing from this corner of the cabin but are visible in Figure 2. 

4. A view of the wooden plank ceiling in the living room of the cabin, and the loft space above.  View is to 
the north. 

5. View of the cabin’s living room.  Note the opening high in the wall between the bedroom doors 
(indicated by an arrow), and the two smaller rectangular openings adjacent to each bedroom door and 
near the floor (circled on the photo).  View is to the north. 

6. Detail view of the log walls in the living room of Feature 1, with arrows showing some of the wooden 
shims used to help fill gaps between the logs. 

7. Photo of Feature 2, the former barn.  View is to the northeast. 

8. Feature 3 (log building remnants) is in the center, with Feature 4 (the Selak store) on the left, and 
Feature 5 in the background on the right.  View is to the southeast. 

9. Feature 4, the former log Selak store.  Note the remnants of the doorframe on the right.  View is to the 
west. 

10. Feature 4, the Selak General Store is in the foreground, and Feature 3 is in the background on the left.  
View is to the northwest. 

11. The remnants of three partially standing walls at Feature 5.  The arrow points to a dugout area in the 
front to the left.  View is to the southwest and this photo was taken from Feature 6 (the flat building 
platform in front of Feature 5).  View is to the west-southwest. 

12. Feature 6 is the flat, building platform area in front of Feature 5’s standing walls.  View is to the 
southwest. 

13. Feature 7, the remnants of a log building at the far southeastern portion of the site.  The view is to the 
southeast, looking at the northern (left) and western (right) sides of the building. 

14. Feature 8, a likely outhouse depression.  The dotted lines show the shape of the depression.  View is to 
the south. 

15. Feature 9, a possible outhouse depression; the dotted lines show the general shape of the feature.  In 
the background are Feature 1 (the cabin, on the right) and Feature 2 (the barn, on the left).  View is to 
the northwest. 

16. Feature 10, the wagon road that bisects the Selak site.  View is to the north. 
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Photograph 1: Site overview 
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Photograph 2: Feature 1 

 
Photograph 3: Feature 1 
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Photograph 4: Feature 1 

 
Photograph 5: Feature 1 
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Photograph 6: Feature 1 

 
Photograph 7: Feature 2 
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Photograph 8: Feature 3 (center foreground), Feature 5 (background R), and Feature 4 
(background L) 

 
Photograph 9: Feature 4 
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Photograph 10: Feature 4 with Feature 3 (background, L) 

 
Photograph 11: Feature 5 
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Photograph 12: Feature 6 (center of photo) and Feature 5 
(background). 
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Photograph 13: Feature 7 

 
Photograph 14: Feature 8 
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Photograph 15: Feature 6 (center), Feature 1 (background, R), Feature 2 (background L). 

 
Photograph 16.  Feature 10. 
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HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPHS & FIGURES 
(Insert available digital images of historic photographs and figures illustrating the property over time. Include 
captions with source information.) 
 
SECTION VII   

 
NOTE: Figures 1–3 are within the text of this nomination. 
 

 
Figure 4.  The 1882 General Land Office map shows the eventual location of the Selak Townsite, 
which was established in this spot later that year (BLM GLO website). 
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Figure 5.  A newspaper ad listing the wares available at the Selak 
General Store.  From the Selak Courier, (n.d.  Vol. X., No. 1), p. 
unknown. 
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Figure 6.  Ruins of the Selak Townsite, ca. 1965.  Most of the original nineteenth 
century buildings had fallen into ruin, and the cabin (Feature 1) that was not in the 
ca. 1900 photo can be seen north of the collapsed barn.  Photo courtesy of 
courtesy of Hot Sulphur Springs Pioneer Museum, taken by Robert C. Black, III. 

 
Figure 7.  Selak Townsite, ca. 1982.  Photo by Paul Gilbert, Image No. 2563, 
courtesy of Hot Sulphur Springs Pioneer Museum. 



  

 
 
 

The following photos are from the Stephen Hart Library, at History 
Colorado, in Denver. 

Unfortunately, newspaper names and dates were not included with the 
articles themselves. 
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SECTION VII   
 
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS TO ACCOMPANY NOMINATION   
 

 Sketch Map(s) 

 Digital Images (separate files) 

 PDF of Current photos (see check-off list) 

 Owner Consent Form (Section VIII) 

 
Use of Nomination Materials 
Upon submission to the Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, all nomination forms and supporting 
materials become public records pursuant to CRS Title 24, and may be accessed, copied, and used for 
personal or commercial purposes in accordance with state law unless otherwise specifically exempted.  History 
Colorado may reproduce, publish, display, perform, prepare derivative works or otherwise use the nomination 
materials for History Colorado and/or State Register purposes. 
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Sketch Map of the Selak Town Site 



COLORADO STATE REGISTER OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES 

Name of Property County 

SECTION VIII 

COLORADO STATE REGISTER OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES 

OWNER CONSENT FORM 

Proof of Ownership must accompany the form. Each partial owner must sign a separate form. 
Reproduce form as needed. 

Property Name ______________________ _ 

I,-------------------------
(type or print name) 

title 

certify or affirm that I am the sole owner __ ; partial owner __ ; or the legally designated representative 

of the owners_ of the land __ and property __ located at 

street number and name (or other geographic location) 

city county 

and that I hereby give my written consent and approval for this property's nomination to and inclusion 

in the Colorado State Register of Historic Properties. 

� 

Selak Town Site Grand

Selak Site

William Hay

Legacy Park Ranch Home Owners Association Board of Directors President

X

X X X

Township 2N, Range 76W, Section 28

Granby Grand
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